
The Impact of Web 2.0 
on Financial Services
Beyond Facebook, YouTube and blogs
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1What is Web 2.0?
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•It’s not about the technology.  AJAX etc. can provide a richer experience, but the real 
shift is the nature of services and the engagement of communities
•Brand focus



2Opportunity and risk
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•Terms the financial services sector are familiar with
•It’s not an all out “love-fest” - returns can be ambiguous, strategies can backfire



3Rules of engagement
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•Now to not look like a noob in the space
•Learning the culture before engaging



4Peer-to-peer financial 
services
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•How communities are routing around more traditional financial services institutions to 
provide service themselves



1What is Web 2.0?
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•It’s not about the technology.  AJAX etc. can provide a richer experience, but the real 
shift is the nature of services and the engagement of communities



Conversation
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•Markets are only as good as the available information
•Markets are conversations (The Cluetrain Manifesto, 1999) - between buyers and sellers, 
amongst buyers etc.
•The “two way web” - the “people formerly known as the audience”, “consumers” are 
talking back
•Global conversation happening – what role are you (and your organisation) playing?
•Social media & networking sites engage a large percentage of the audience: 35% of 
American adults and 73% of teens create content (http://www.echoditto.com/stats) - even 
more participate without creating content.

Image: two.oh @ http://flickr.com/photos/twooh/1326736698/sizes/o/ 

Further reading:
•The Cluetrain Mainifesto (Book): http://tinyurl.com/2p5ld5 
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•Gene Smith, based on ideas from Matt Webb and Stewart Butterfield (Flickr): http://
tinyurl.com/27nhbo 
•Nearly all services revolve around identity (watch for movement in this space - Open 
Social in particular)
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•Example: Flickr (online photo sharing) mapped according to its building blocks
•Let’s now have a look at a couple of leading services that revolve around relationships.
•We’ll skim through these - after all the sub-title of this presentation is “Beyond Facebook 
etc.”
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•Professional networking
•Much less focus on “bells and whistles”, more focused on connections
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•MySpace is the largest social networking site in the world (despite the hype and growth 
of Facebook)
•185 million registered users, with approx. 4.5 million on site at any time (April 2007 - 
http://tinyurl.com/3bd9y2)
•Now owned by News Limited
•Very different demographic profile to Facebook, largely due to the nature of the services 
launch (ethnographic less than age)
•Users can change profile styles - significant personalisation
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•More than 65 million active users  (http://tinyurl.com/356y6s)
•6th most trafficked site in US - comScore (as reported by FastCompany: http://
tinyurl.com/27dmkk)
•Ambient effects: I’ve personally found out about bands, t-shirt labels and causes through 
the news feed
•User doesn’t have to do anything to engage friends - the tools do it for them
•Innovative advertising opportunities (despite high-profile mis-steps)
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•Best known photo sharing website, now owned by Yahoo!
•“now approaching two billion photos, with 3-5,000 uploaded per minute” (reported by 
Scott Rosenberg)
•Sharing of photos, connecting via contacts, leave comments, create groups and photo 
sets
•“Social objects” - Hugh Macleod (via Jaiku's Jyri Engestrom) - conversation starters
•Sites like Flickr are focused on the object (a photo), but facilitate sharing etc.

Further reading:
•Hugh Macleod on social objects: http://tinyurl.com/23wjdo
•Jyri Engestrom – The case for object-centered sociality: http://tinyurl.com/ucl5s
•Jyri Engestrom presentation on social objects: http://tinyurl.com/2ajoo3
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•YouTube is to videos what Flickr is to photos
•Largest online video sharing site, now owned by Google
•Share videos within YouTube, or on blogs, MySpace/Facebook profiles etc. using the 
“embed” functionality
•Popular videos are highly viral - listings of “most popular” help fuel viral exposure
•Popularity in part fueled by copyrighted content being posted to site
•“Train wreck”-style videos have high appeal
•Not as feature-rich as some other sites which may be more suited for business content
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•“Social bookmarking” site – the “object” is a link
•Add a link, tag (categorise) and search
•Personal utility first, social value second - leveraging the network
•Social value = seeing what friends are linking, what links are popular for particular 
categories (tags) etc.

Further reading:
•Joshua Porter - Leveraging the network: http://tinyurl.com/2n9l97
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•Even applies to slideshows
•This presentation will be available on Slideshare (details at end of presentation)
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•Global conversation happening on and between blogs
•Business week estimates there are 9 million active weblogs
•Blog search engine Technorati claims over 70 million weblogs (not all active), with 
120,000 new weblogs created each day (incl. MySpace blogs)
•MySpace includes blogging tools
•Leading platforms are WordPress, Blogger, Movable Type/Typepad
•Trackbacks link blog posts

Further reading:
•Business Week – Social Media Will Change Your Business: http://tinyurl.com/2gj3yz 
•Naked Conversations – How blogs are changing the way businesses talk with customers 
(Book):  http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3 
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•“Micro-blogging” - entries limited to 140 characters (length of SMS)
•Multiple posting + notifications platforms: web, SMS, instant messaging, desktop 
applications
•Approx. 6% of online population use Twitter - mostly geeks and tech boffins.  Same 
audience that launched blogging.
•Status in Facebook + MySpace used in similar ways
•Facilitates what Leisa Reichelt refers to as “ambient intimacy”

Further reading:
•Leisa Reichelt – Ambient intimacy: http://tinyurl.com/yruc9p
•Leisa Reichelt – presentation at Reboot 9.0: http://tinyurl.com/24txey
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•Mashups - taking disparate data sources and mashing them up to create new meaning 
and connections
•“Democratisation” of application development and design
•Housing Maps - mashup between classifieds in Craigslist and Google Maps - http://
tinyurl.com/86mn7 
•EveryBlock Chicago – http://tinyurl.com/36zfp4
•Data from Chicago Police Department mapped
•Formerly “chicagocrime.org”
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•Many other sites and micro-communities
•Virtual worlds (like Second Life and World of Warcraft - part game, part social 
community)
•Build your own social network: Ning, Yahoo! + Google Groups
•Video: blip.tv, Vimeo, Video Egg (Advertising)
•Photos: Zoomr, Photobucket
•Links: reddit, Furl



2Opportunity and risk
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“someone like me”
The power of 
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•PR firm Edelman carries out a survey each year which is used to create a “Trust 
Barometer”
•People trust “someone like me” above all other contenders
•Employees are more trusted than CEOs
•Influence is strongest at the peer level
•Les Robinson’s research suggests that peers are also critical in creating long-term 
voluntary change in behaviour

Image: victoriapeckham @ http://flickr.com/photos/victoriapeckham/164175205/sizes/o/

Further reading:
•Edelman Trust Barometer 2008: http://tinyurl.com/364f69
•Les Robinson – The voluntary adoption of new practices (PDF): http://tinyurl.com/2sthxr
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•Conversations closer to us (our own blogs, interviews with journalists etc.) we have more 
control over
•The less control, the more influence
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•Malcolm Gladwell: Author of “The Tipping Point” and “Blink”
•Posits that three archetypes cause “tipping points” - where trends go “viral”
•Duncan Watts (Columbia University, Yahoo!) suggests that “nearly anyone can start a 
trend”.  Gladwell’s “Influentials” can still have an impact, but aren’t essential
•The fact is there is no “silver bullet”.  One thing is certain - it is peer-to-peer 
conversations that drive trends - and these conversations happen in social media and 
networking communities.

Further reading:
•TED Talks - Malcolm Gladwell: http://tinyurl.com/ywsz37 
•Malcolm Gladwell’s blog: http://tinyurl.com/gpq94 
•The Tipping Point: http://tinyurl.com/39nexm
•Fast Company - Is the Tipping Point Toast?: http://tinyurl.com/288roe 
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•Typical “funnel” model - cast as far and wide as possible, then whittle down until you get 
the qualified prospects, then customers

Further reading:
•Seth Godin - Flipping the funnel: http://tinyurl.com/ae5ll 



Advertising isn’t the 
most effective
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•Advertising is not particularly effective
•Context is social - people are “hanging out”, not actively looking for something
•Akin to your friends trying to sell you something every time you talked to them

Further reading:
•Joshua Porter – Why social ads don’t work: http://tinyurl.com/23ar3u
•Seth Godin - Selling advertising: http://tinyurl.com/ypfd4d 

Image: Brande Jackson @ http://flickr.com/photos/brandejackson/2238129660/sizes/o/
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•Looking purely at the “product” side of things
•Chris Anderson (Editor of Wired) authored “The Long Tail”
•A majority of Amazon’s $$ sales comes from the aggregate sales of non-hits
•iTunes & Amazon are standouts at capitalising on the long tail effect
•David Weinburger adds to the discussion with his book “Everything is Miscellaneous”
•We’ll see some examples of financial services that support the long tail later

Further reading:
•The Long Tail (Book): http://tinyurl.com/2aug85 
•Everything is Miscellaneous (Book): http://tinyurl.com/2zpeqz 



3Rules of engagement
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You Rock!
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•“Flipping the funnel” means turning that around so that the funnel becomes a 
megaphone for your customers to market for you
•What we want...



helping them...
Build your fan base by 
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•Work out what issues are the “hot-button” topics for the people you want to engage, and 
work out how you can (really) help
•Help them with useful advice, point them to your competitors, learn from and with them
•Kathy Sierra: what can you do to help your users kick ass?

Further reading:
•Kathy Sierra - Keeping users engaged: http://tinyurl.com/yq7vbr 
•Kathy Sierra - Kicking ass is more fun: http://tinyurl.com/2a8kq5 
•Hugh Macleod’s weblog: http://gapingvoid.com/ 
•Seth Godin’s weblog: http://sethgodin.typepad.com/
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•Freshview understood the pain points of their target market
•Created a great product
•Used the blog to provide tips and feature great newsletters
•Started the Email Standards Project as a way to help their customers
•The business is doing well - through helping their users they’ve built strong brand 
loyalty

Further reading:
•Campaign Monitor blog: http://tinyurl.com/2chd5m 



You Suck!
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•But not always what we get...
•Opportunity for learning and organisational/product improvement
•If you show you are listening and taking notice through your action(s) – not just words – 
you may be able to turn things around

Further reading:
•Joshua Porter - The problem with social media marketing: http://tinyurl.com/3y52b5 
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•Be responsive
•Know when and how to engage
•Kryptonite wasn’t in tune with the online conversation, and it cost them a lot

Further reading:
•Naked Conversations – How blogs are changing the way businesses talk with customers 
(Book):  http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3 
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•Find out where the people hang out - issue-centric, demographic overlay
•Evaluate which spaces are appropriate for your business to engage - and which have a 
suitable ROI (effort for effect)
•Lurk first to understand social norms and etiquette
•Engage in a way that creates value for the community
•Consider creating your own network (almost a last resort)



conversation...
Follow the
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•Respond when appropriate
•How does it scale?  Build a passionate micro-community, and the community helps you

Further reading:
•Scott Rosenberg – Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”: http://
tinyurl.com/3dc2wd 
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•In a corporate customer service or marketing dept, this may be the hardest thing...
•Be human - informal, but professional tone
•No marketese or unedited press releases
•Build rapport and recognise and respect social norms
•Hire someone (with media liaison savvy) that understands blogs

Image: Dirty Bunny @ http://flickr.com/photos/angrybee/5550847/sizes/l/

Further reading:
•Scott Rosenberg – Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”: http://
tinyurl.com/3dc2wd 
•Seth Godin: http://sethgodin.typepad.com
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•Disclose your affiliation - don’t try to “hide” that you work for the company, it’s bound to 
backfire
•Don’t spam or astroturf

Further reading:
•Wikipedia definition of “astroturfing”: http://tinyurl.com/d2gfg



4Peer-to-peer financial 
services
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•Connecting individual lenders in developed world with micro-businesses in developing 
world
•Distributed risk
•Low delinquency figures (possibly affected by war and violence in recipients’ country)
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•Raising capital for smaller or larger projects (essentially unsecured loans)
•“Crowd-funding”
•Distributes risk
•“Chip-in” widget supports “personal fundraising”
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•Trust is paramount
•Many features added to site support community in developing and protecting trust & 
reputation
•Individuals who trust each other join together in investment groups
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•“Virtual world”
•Part game, part social hang-out
•Other game worlds like World of Warcraft and Ultima Online
•Whole other “second economy”
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•Alternative currency, can be converted into real currency
•“Gold diggers” in China
•Exchange between online currencies (PayPal, eWallets etc.)



This presentation and associated notes are available at:

http://zum.io/2008/02/27/investor-weekly-presentation

Questions & discussion
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Image: Rock Alien @ http://flickr.com/photos/rock_alien/2192853145/sizes/o/

http://zum.io/iwb200802
http://zum.io/iwb200802


This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 2.5 Australia 
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/au/ or 
send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
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